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About This Game

Atom Universe is a Free-to-Play social Virtual World: a theme park featuring fun people and fun things: plenty of games, rides
and amusements, as well as advanced social interactions.

Atom Universe is the best place to hang out: Everything you’ve ever loved about Fun Parks is here for you! From Carnival
games like Coin Pushers, Shooting Galleries, Whack-a-Mole and Skeeball to big ones like Bowling, Mini Golf and Batting

Cages, to the REALLY big ones - Ghost Trains, Rollercoasters and Karting.
And the BEST thing about Atom Universe is that you can do all of these things in the fine company of other people - bring

friends along or come and meet lots of new ones!

Atom Universe is first and foremost a hub for people to meet, chat and socialise. It’s essentially like a chatroom, but with loads
of fun to have alongside. All of our games involve some sort of element of multiplayer, some competitive and some co-

operative, so you will always find people to get involved with!

Constantly evolving and growing, offering more things to explore all the time, Atom Universe is the funnest place not on Earth!
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Title: Atom Universe
Genre: Casual, Free to Play, Massively Multiplayer
Developer:
Atom Republic
Publisher:
Atom Republic
Release Date: 25 Dec, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7/8 64-bit

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 5 GB available space

English
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This game is total\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665and a complete waste of money.
 DO NOT RECOMMEND!!!. I bought it on a whim and couldn't stop laughing. Is it worth a buy ehhh u figure that one out but
its good in my book. (wait for a sale). + Great DLC with alot of stuff to do.
- But just cost a litle to much.. This is very good for an Early Acess game. It doesn't have much content as the original M.S.F
series as of now, but more is soon to come, It's worth it.. This is a great take on the classic Minesweeper. I enjoyed playing this
game, but the only issue is that it made my computer hot fairly quickly, even on the lowest quality setting. Other than that, it
definitely exceeded expectations for the price.. The Wizards Pen is a decent little puzzle game. However, it would be more
enjoyable with music in the background. It is definately a game that I would play in small amounts. It does have a lot of content
and different kinds of puzzles. I had an issue with fullscreen play and resolution being so off I couldn't see the whole screen
with now way to edit that. I had to play in windowed mode witch made some of my puzzles hard to play. Overall it was a nice
game for casual play.. love the game, please add more dlc I willing to buy more. Simple, fun, and funny as hell.
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This game♥♥♥♥♥♥♥my♥♥♥♥♥♥ Why did I got myself 2D Dark souls in retro edition ?. This is a terrible game\/program.
It could really use some sharks with laser beams or something maybe a man who chases you and throws shoes. Seriously don't
waste your time.. 10\/10 Fun game , enough balanced stealth mode. I want to believe !. First off the important item--lol--getting
the H patch to work took me 2 hours compared to 5 minutes for Army Gals and Sakura Swim club combined. I am sure people
with better computer skills can do it quicker but the average consumer is in for a challenge. Think of it as an unadvertised mini-
game--lol. The game is basically Hunie Pop with out the marble matching or date gifts or anything but flirting and sex. The
game has a few jokes and is done tongue in cheek fashion. I got it for under $3 and at that price it is a recommended buy, if you
like short silly stories. Not erotic imho or pornagraphic but amusing. The sexual content it is not for children with or without the
patch. It is SHORT.. Minimalistic logic based puzzle game. To me, it's very fun and challenging. A very simple base mechanic
is used in interesting ways that make you scratch your head. Judging from the level select screen, I think it'll take me about 3-4
hours to beat it, which is good value for a $5 puzzle game. I would definately recommend it, especially if you enjoyed games
like Hexcells.
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